Item I | Game Pitch

A Group 10 Production
For 31262 Introduction to Computer Game Design
Deinyon Davies - 11688025 | Heinrich Olivier - 11399449
Jesse Walker - 11729631 | Jose Correa - 11702964 | Yiannis Chambers - 11699156

'The Cure', the game developed by Group 10, stands on its own as a marketable and
enticing product due to its successful melding of geopolitical brinksmanship with the moral
choice of international cooperation, set against a realistic backdrop of worldwide devastation
and apocalypse that serves to stoke the imaginations and intrigue of players of all ages.
The game has been geared to entice players to both compete and negotiate with each
other, a la Monopoly and Diplomacy. Players represent rival national pharmaceutical
organisations. The incentive to pursue both paths is equally enticing - as one's population and
resources fall short, players are driven to desperate measures to ensure their survival, which
behoves them to react to gameplay in a self-preserving manner, stalling more traditional
negotiation and encouraging physical intervention.
The realistic premise of the game serves as incentive to purchase as well. The process
of acquiring, combining and testing for successful implementations of compounds is in itself
appealing, and serves to mire the game in a greater shroud of realism than would occur if
gameplay was overtly simplified and stylised to cater for a wider player base.
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Item II | Design Diary
Foreword
Maintaining consistent communication, teamwork, and project reviewal throughout
the development of the board game is fundamental to producing an engaging piece. The
design document details the project's development, with attention to the evolution of design
ideas and prototypes, and team management.
All dates expressed within this document lie between the 5th of March, 2014 and the
24th of March, 2014. The year has been intentionally omitted from dates written henceforth.
Generic, currency-independent, in-game monetary values expressed within this
document are prefixed with the Dollar Symbol ($).
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5th of March

Preliminary Design Meeting

A preliminary meeting was held on the 5th of March at approximately 1:00 pm,
during the subject laboratory session, to form a group of five members (listed in alphabetical
order):
Deinyon Davies

Heinrich Oliver

Jesse Walker

Jose Correa

Yiannis Chambers
Weekly design meetings shall be held at 4:00 pm on Tuesdays, starting as of the 11th
of March, as well as continual discussion online. A communal Google Drive has been
configured, as well as a Facebook group.
Four distinct board game concepts were brainstormed and considered for further
discussion, of which three were selected for plausible implementation.

Pandemic Monopoly ( Former title for The Cure )
Players compete as pharmaceutical organisations in an attempt to resolve a global
epidemic. Players develop medicine by combining resources, gained by traversing the game
board. Resource combinations are given an effectiveness metric by rolling a die, which
determines whether the organisation's new formula is successful in the global marketplace.
Players may, at some stages of the game board, be presented with a monetary grant,
with which the player may choose to buy medical research (guaranteed to reduce the severity
of the epidemic by some factor), or keep the grant to purchase other materials or utilities.

Psychological Health Game
A multilateral-conflict game of chance in which each player begins the game with a
neutral 'insanity metric', and compete to be the first to lose all insanity through distribution to
other players. Players lose when their insanity metric exceeds an arbitrary threshold.
Movement about the game board is governed by a per-turn dice roll.

Educational Fast Food Game
A quasi-educational game of persuasion. The game attempts to explain the affects of
Fast Food on common physical health phenomena, such as obesity. The game concept is
mostly dramatically driven, and its formal components have yet to be thoroughly developed.
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Restricted-Movement Platform Game ( Abandoned )
The players' objective is to collect the most resources, while restricted to discrete
(grid-based) movement about the board, only able to change direction after having collided
with an orthogonal surface. For example, the character may move left along a linear surface,
but cannot change speed (or trajectory) until they collide with another surface.
The concept was dismissed as it does not align closely enough with the "health"
theme presented in the specification, nor does it provide for substantial dramatic
development.

Concept Selection

10th of March

An online poll was created and shared among group members to allow each member
to select their preferred board game concept. The poll results indicate that the Pandemic
Monopoly (The Cure) concept is, on average, preferred by group members.

Design Meeting

11th of March

A design meeting was held on the 11th of March from 4:00 pm until 5:45 pm to
ratify the Pandemic Monopoly concept, and to further define many of the game's mechanics
and structure. Heinrich Oliver and Jesse Walker were unable to attend the meeting.
The game is a multilateral four-player race, in which players compete to be the first
to create a successful composite formula, thus resolving the global epidemic. Each player
represents a pharmaceutical organisation on the global share market, assigned to one of the
four competing countries on the game board. Competitors interact by engaging in a trade or
by purchasing one of the three Progress cards (Sabotage, Industrial Espionage and U.N.
Mandate).
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Several distinct game mechanics were discussed during the design meeting. Refer to
the following subsections for details on these mechanics, and figure 1.0 for a high-level
flowchart diagram of the game's structure and flow.

Molecules
Molecules are the primary resource within the game, with which organisations
(players) attempt to craft formulae. After having chosen to take molecules over money when
the player begins their turn, the player rolls a die to determine how many molecules should be
retrieved from the molecule repository. It was decided early in the discussion that each
organisation (player) collects their own molecule type from the repository upon a die roll,
which may be traded between organisations. It was also considered that each country may be
bound to two types of molecules, which was later dismissed, as completing the initial layers
of the formula board may have become unreasonably simple. Molecule trading is discussed in
further detail in the section, Corporate Trading.

Manufacturing Formula Compounds
Players create chemical compounds as soon as the suitable molecules become
available. Each player possesses a Formula Composition Board, that is, a four-by-four grid
of spaces that must be filled with specific arrangements of molecules in order to develop a
successful compound.
The lowermost layer, known as the base, must be composed solely of the
organisation's own molecule type. From the base to the topmost layer, each layer must
contain n-types of molecules, meaning that the topmost layer will be composed of four
unique molecules, which will have been obtained through corporate trading. With the
exception of the third layer, each layer must be composed of equal counts of the same type,
meaning that the second layer must contain two of the organisation's native molecule, and
two counts of another type.
Formerly, the composition table was considered to be a three-tiered pyramid, which
was expanded to four layers, and reshaped to a uniform square in order to increase the
number of elements required for formula completion, thus increasing difficulty.
Compounds must be checked for success, which is to be determined entirely
randomly. Discussion lead to confusion as to whether the success of the formula should be
determined after having completed the formula board, or after filling each row. Per-row
effectiveness checking was preferred, as it allows for greater flexibility in management of
passing thresholds, and in determining a balanced result of test failure. It was finally decided
that each row should indicate a passing threshold, which is compared for equality to a die
roll. If the die roll results in an integer less than the threshold, the row has failed; in which
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case, all molecules in the row must be discarded (returned to the repository). Otherwise, the
row has succeeded, and the player may move on to assembling the following layer.
It was considered that molecules that had been discarded as a result of test failure
could be returned to the molecule's trader (when applicable), which was discarded as
arguments suggested that such a mechanism would lead to unbalanced gameplay. A later
discussion proposed that players that fail an effectiveness test three consecutive times shall be
issued a second die, increasing the chance of a pass.

Trading & Purchasing with Money
The second most valuable in-game resource is money, the medium of exchange.
Money may be used to purchase cards, or to trade with other organisations when molecules
are unavailable. The way in which money is obtained by players was decided to be based on a
die roll. Discussion lead to a mechanic whereby, upon the player's turn, the player chooses
whether to collect molecules or money. When money is selected, the player rolls a die,
resulting in an integer between one and six, which is multiplied by one thousand, resulting in
a sum of banknotes between one thousand and six thousand.
Losing as a result of bankruptcy was decided to be impossible, which encourages
ethical play, as it reduces the need to resort to industrial espionage. Players are encouraged to
resolve the epidemic.

Country-Specific Currencies
A mechanic was devised whereby each country is bound to their own currency, which
has an unequal worth to that of each other country. The concept was soon dismissed, as it
leads to dramatically increased complexity when trading, or collecting funds from the bank;
however, each country (player) shall still be bound to their own currency, all of uniform
worth, for aesthetic purpose.

Corporate Trading
Trading amongst organisations (players) is fundamental to formula composition, as
higher-level rows require molecules sourced from foreign organisations. A discussion on
balance lead to the decision that players are limited to trading with one organisation per turn.

Purchasable Cards
Cards may be purchased throughout the game, using funds obtained though molecule
trading or through the per-turn die roll. There are three types of purchasable cards, each type
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having three tiers of effectiveness, resulting in nine types of purchasable cards. Cards are
limited to one use, regardless of the result of the card's effect.
The resulting effects associated with these cards were formerly intended to be
invisible to players until they had been purchased. It was later decided that the cards'
functionalities should be revealed to players during gameplay.
Correctly balancing the cost of each card is important to ensure that players are unable
to complete the game within the first few rounds by purchasing Progress- and ResearchCards.

Research Cards
Research cards provide an increased chance of success when testing a chemical
compound for effectiveness. Such an increased success rate is achieved by lowering the
effectiveness threshold for each row. There shall be three tiers of Research Card available for
purchase, each with a decrement factor equal to that of the card's number (one, two and
three). In the case that an effectiveness test still fails after having purchased a Research Card,
the card must nonetheless be discarded.
Early brainstorming lead to a concept whereby purchasing Research Cards would
provide players with at least one free molecule or card per x turns, which was later discarded
as a result of fairer, more engaging mechanics.

Progress Cards
Three types of Progress Cards are available: Sabotage, Industrial Espionage and
U.N. Mandate.
The U.N. Mandate card was the first to be conceptualised; purchasing such a card
bribes the United Nations to pass a mandate, forcing all players to surrender a one of their
native molecules to the card's owner. The U.N. Mandate card is the most expensive of the
three available types.
Sabotage Cards were the second Progress Card type to be substantially developed.
The Sabotage Card destroys two molecules from any organisation of the owner's choosing.
Early discussion considered that the card be the inverse equivalent to the first-level Research
Card, increasing the passing factor for all players, and thus decreasing the chance of
compound test success for all other players.
Industrial Espionage Cards transfer two molecules (of the owner's choosing) from
any organisation's currently-developing compound layer to the owner. It works similarly to
the Sabotage Card, except that molecules are transferred to the card's owner, rather than
destroyed.
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Global Health Mechanic & Health Cards
The health mechanic was developed late in the design meeting. The global health
system was intended as somewhat of a time limit, in that the total population count
decrements by ten million every round. Once the population falls below one, the epidemic is
said to have won, and so the game ends.
Players may purchase Health Cards in order to reduce the decrement factor. Precise
Health Card tiers, and their associated decrement values, have yet to be decided.
In order to increase the motive and premise for purchasing health cards, which aid all
players, it was considered that purchasing such cards may result in regular income for the
card's owner, especially in the case that a player invests in Emergency Hospitals.

Card Prices
Cards are purchased using in-game currency. Three price tiers were decided: $5,000,
$10,000 and $15,000.

Game Board Layout
The game's physical presentation and layout were discussed after having thoroughly
identified the game's formal and dramatic components. The main board is purely aesthetic,
and offers no formal purpose, other than enforcing dramatic premise and story, as well as
retaining players within Johan Huizinga's "Magic Circle". The main board holds four
countries, one at each edge; the board's centre hosts the North Pole, which hosts two
intermediate organisations: the United Nations Bunker, and the International Bank.
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Figure 1.0: Pandemic Monopoly Flowchart Diagram as of the First Design Meeting
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In-Lab Playtest #1

12th of March

The player participants were two other students from the Game Design Lab, Jose
Correa and Yiannis Chambers. The goal of the playtest itself was to test the initial mechanics
of the game, as devised in our first team meetings, to see whether or not inherently the
premise, play and game overall were acceptable to players. In this playtest, the previously
described population/health mechanic was left out, due to uncertainty as to its
implementation.
The test ran from 12:30 p.m. to approximately 1:10 p.m.
The major finding from the test was the game sprawled on for far too long - this was
attributed due to a lack of a time limit or health mechanic, which was then slated for
reintroduction in the next iteration of the game. Money was not seen as a priority by players,
who went for elements nearly every turn and relied on negotiation primarily to garner
molecules from other players. The testing was also deemed as singularly hard, which opened
the debate firstly to lowering the pass rates by one, and also ignited speculation over the
validity of losing all of the molecules in one's compound row after failing a test (which was
eventually dismissed as possibly unbalancing gameplay).

External Playtest #1

15th of March

The player participants were Yiannis Chambers, Despina Chambers, a middle aged
avid board game player, and Harris and Andreas Chambers, ages 9 and 10, who play board
games regularly, and count Diplomacy as one of their favourite games.
The goal of the playtest itself was to ascertain whether changes made to game rules
after the first playtest improved the game and its play, including encouraging players to
utilize gameplay mechanics that had been neglected in previous playtests, and whether as a
whole the game was improved substantially in terms of appeal and enjoyment.
The test ran from 8:05 p.m. to 8:50 p.m, when play had to be curtailed as two of the
participants retired for the night. Responses gathered from participants was, however, varied
but unanimous in support for the game. Through the play test, a number of important factors
were confirmed by players:
•

Rules seemed complex at first, but were easy to pick up.

•

The game was pleasant, and did not drag at any point.

•

Play time was not overt; the players felt that they could play for longer.
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•
Response to the cards was mixed; only three cards were bought - two health, and one
sabotage card. Players understood importance of health, and were motivated to buy the card
for its effects, but were hesitant to do so due to the expensive nature of the cards.
o
Sabotage was bought by a younger playtester simply due to the appeal of
destroying another's progress (as a novelty); however, upon questioning, there did not
seem any point in investing in such a card, especially if the purchasing player did not
receive any real benefit apart from causing an opponent a minor setback.
•
The health mechanic was deemed as effective in creating emotional attachment to the
game via the premise - the anxiety over one's people dying was sufficient enough to prompt
purchasing of cards and fevered negotiation. This was also cited as another reason why
players would avoid the sabotage card - no one would want to risk losing money over a
temporary setback when lives were on the line.
•
Ideas such as splitting a player's dice roll into elements and money was discarded by
players upon suggestion as "being too easy".
•

The premise, story and overall game was appealing to players.

The documentation utilized in this playtest can be found in Appendix 1.0.

External Playtest #2

16th of March

The player participants were Despina Chambers, Harris and Andreas Chambers,
Harry Mavrolefterou (a thirteen year old cousin, who rarely played board games, and
preferred computer games) and Michael Mavrolefterous, another middle-aged adult who had
not played board games in a while, but admired Diplomacy and Monopoly.
The goal of the playtest itself was to confirm the findings made by the last playtest
and ascertain further comments by players.
The test ran from approximately 7:15 p.m. to 8:20 p.m. The findings extracted by
players were as follows:
•
one player was expressing extreme concern that they continued to fail a pass rate for
his second layer; this was initially blamed on the high pass rate values, but this was dismissed
due to the fact that the rates had already been lowered since the first play test, and any further
decrement would make the game too easy.
•
the fact that players were actively involved in all facets of the game was lauded, given
that all players were constantly active and involved in gameplay.
•
competition was rife in this playtest - players actively bought cards to stave off
population death and to sabotage (due to the younger player members).
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•
the issue of what happened if a player was eliminated was brought in this play test
hypothetically - it was suggested by a player that, given that play could no longer continue
due to the restriction of elements from the eliminated country, that the player with the most
population left alive would be declared the winner. This was subsequently agreed to by team
members.
•
Progress cards were still the underused cards of the game, except for the one or two
uses by younger players. There was still little incentive from the high price and lack of valuegained from the use of the cheapest card.
•
the rules were listed as a bit too hard to understand and remember . Players
recommended adding descriptions of card abilities to the face of cards to help with
recollection by players.
•

the premise was appealing to all players of all ages.

The documentation utilized in this playtest can be found in Appendix 1.1.

External Playtest #3

16th of March

A playtest was conducted with four
participants: Deinyon Davies, Gareth Davies,
Terece Davies and William Mason. The
playtest commenced at 4:08 p.m., and was
completed at 5:33 p.m.
The playtest was held to determine the
prominence of currency and card mechanics in
practical gameplay, as well as to obtain an
understanding of play-styles implemented by
playtesters of the game.

Figure 2.0 : Prototype Game Pieces

The following table lists player profiles:
Player Name
Terece Davies
Gareth Davies
Deinyon Davies
William Mason

Profile
Little experience in board- or computer-gaming, passive, collector play
style.
Some experience in board gaming, competitive and analytic personality.
Enjoys logic challenges.
Some experience in board gaming, collector & explorer play style.
Enjoys logic challenges and play-centric gaming.
Some experience in physical gaming, primarily competitive play style.
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One playtester was initially uncertain of the game's objectives and procedures, but
quickly understood many of the procedures within approximately three rounds.



Two playtesters showed great concern for all card blanket prices, and argued that their
worth was disproportional to their cost, especially the Sabotage and Industrial
Espionage cards.



One player asserted that money had little purpose, and avoided rolling for and
collecting money until having been attacked by a competitor with an Industrial
Espionage card.



All players disparaged the Sabotage card; some argued that simply destroying a
competitor's molecules serves little purpose, besides preventing a player from
completing their final compound layer.



Despite the game's duration exceeding forty minutes, players were not threatened by
the decrementing-population mechanic, and all argued that contributing their own
resources to a mechanic which would benefit all competitors was unrealistic. Many
players found that manually decrementing the population was a hindrance.



Two players were hesitant to trade with competitors, and refused both monetary- and
molecule-offers., which resulted in one playtester implementing an Industrial
Espionage card.

External Playtest #4

16th of March

Players:
- Heinrich Olivier (High level of experience with board games; including countless hours of
Monopoly, Cluedo and Uno as a child)
- Henk Olivier (Played board games when younger but not to a great extent; experienced
mainly in card games)
- Elize Olivier (As a child and even till this day, Elize plays a lot of board games and
particularly enjoys Scrabble and 30 Seconds)
- Maricelle Olivier (Maricelle occasionally enjoys the odd board game here and there, but
would not place it high on her list of activities to do)
The playtest ran for an hour with 21 rounds in total. The game ended when Henk’s
population depleted leaving Elize as the winner due her number of population remaining
being the highest. The “Progress Industrial Espionage” along with the “Research
Centrifuges” player cards was by far the most popular of choices during gameplay, ultimately
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resulting in the depletion of population due to the “Health” card practically being neglected.
Money was not nearly as enticing an option as the molecule cards as everyone thought the
cards were too expensive and ultimately rushed to finish the layers on their player boards.
This was eventually compromised by the ‘pass-rate’ being too high; resulting in layers of
molecules being destroyed.
This playtest brought to light a few factors that ultimately hindered the balance of the game,
some of which included:
-

Initial population being too high, resulting in an extended gameplay.

-

Player cards being too expensive and not ‘worth’ the price

-

“Pass rate” being too high

This provided our group with the opportunity to tweak some of these elements in order to not
only shorten the gameplay and make it more balanced, but ultimately creating a more
enjoyable experience overall.

External Playtest #5

18th of March

The players were Jesse Walker, Camilla Brown (does not play many board games at all),
Marlon Walker, who plays boards games like Risk and Monopoly, and Jorgia Walker, who
enjoys board games.
The objective of this playtest was to see how well the current rules worked with people who
had never seen the game before and how well the population count worked.

The test ran for 50 minutes (18 turns) until there was a winner. We were just under the turn
limit as no one bought any Heath cards the entire game. They saw it as useless because they
imagined themselves finishing before their population ran out. One person got mainly money
for the entire game stating they 'wanted the ability to purchase any card they wanted'. There
was a lack of trading by one person but this encouraged the use of the progress cards to steal
from them. The main points gathered from this playtest were:
•

Population needs to be changed as it was largely ignored.

•

The progress cards need to be slightly changed as sabotage was quite annoying.

•

The game was enjoyable after a few turns as they understood the rules quite fast.

•

The only research card purchases was the most expensive one.

•
No one bought any more expensive cards after seeing it not being useful enough for
the cost.
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In-Lab Playtest #2

19th of March

The player participants were three other students from the Game Design Lab, and
Heinrich, who opted to play as the fourth player. The goal of the playtest itself was to test
whether or not the addition of new cards, lower prices and a lower turn limit would serve to
increase game playability and enjoyment of players.
The test ran from 12:15 p.m. to approximately 12:55 p.m. Players all agreed that the
game was most enjoyable, and were quite vocal in their support. The main findings from
player responses were that the changes to the game were for the better; players agreed that the
lower prices incentivised card buying (with the most cards being bought in this play test than
any other, including a surprising influx of Progress cards), and that the lower time limit was
acceptable and an incentive to purchase health. Another major finding was that the Fiscal
Sabotage card was essentially unused, because the middle-category priced disqualified any
gain that one may have from taking half a player's limited money supply - subsequently, the
development team agreed that the Fiscal Sabotage card was to switch prices with the
Espionage card, to increase its incentive to players. Finally, whilst the population mechanic
was voted as effective, the method of inscribing decrements in population was deemed to be
too cumbersome to be completed manually; this prompted the development team to consider
and agree on combining the player board and population board.

Post-Playtest Discussion

13th - 17th of March

Online discussions were held throughout the week following the game's first playtest,
through the group's private Facebook page. All group members hosted their own playtest
sessions across the week.
Formerly, the health depleted uniformly for all players, working as somewhat of a time
limit. It was identified, after the initial in-class playtest, that players were hesitant to
exchange their currency for an extended time limit for their competitors, voiding all three
Health Card tiers. Moreover, a playtester explained that the entire health mechanic required
automation, and was a hindrance to players when required to manually subtract the decrement
factor from the population counter, "... it's a Player-versus-System mechanic in a physical
Player-versus-Player game".
A concept for the health mechanic was discussed, whereby each player is issued a
unique population sheet. Each population sheet shall be decremented each round by the
player's unique population decrement factor. The refinement encourages players to purchase
health cards to advance themselves, rather than simply increasing the game's duration for all
players. Playtesting revealed that participants were not willing to invest in a card that benefits
all players. The new concept has replaced the old health mechanic.
The revision of the health mechanic brought about a structural change: once a player's
population count falls below one, the game no longer ends, but continues without the fallen
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country's player. The winner is now either the last remaining player, or the first player to
create a successful formula compound. This modification attempts to resolve one playtester's
concern that the health mechanic works as a player-versus-computer component in a
multilateral physical game.
Two dice shall be used when checking formulae for effectiveness.

Design Meeting

18th of March

A scheduled weekly meeting was held on Thursday, the 18th of March from 4:00 pm
until 5:45 pm. Heinrich Oliver was unable to attend the design meeting. Many of the game's
existing mechanics were expanded in order to improve the game's balance and completion
speed.

Game Title
The game was formally retitled to "The Cure" after having conducted a group-wide
survey, querying the preferred title for the game from the following list of proposed titles:
Title
The Cure (selected)
Pandemic Monopoly
Pandemic Epidemic
Industrial Sabotage & Chemical Formulae Composition Simulator 2014

Votes
4
0
0
0

Cards
Many of the game's existing card mechanics were revised after having completed
playtests across a sample of varying demographics. One such revision allows players to
purchase and combine multiple card effects before activating their card(s); however, a player
may not purchase more than one count of the same card.

Sabotage Card
After rigorous playtesting, it was determined that the Sabotage Card (lowest-level
Progress Card) has little purpose in practical gameplay, besides some special cases whereby
the player's primary motive is to sabotage other players. Varied demographics of playtesters
preferred to use the Industrial Espionage card when competitors refused to trade.
The Sabotage Card was abandoned; a new first-tier Progress Card, called the
"Corporate Theft Card" replaces the Sabotage Card.
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Corporate Theft Card (Money Card)
The new Progress Card, The Money Card, transfers half of any competitor's funds to
the card owner. The introduction of such a card is expected to greatly reduce the chance for
players to roll solely for money throughout an entire game, and increases the difficulty for
players to obtain higher-order cards early in the game.
When a player's funds ( f ) cannot be wholly divided by two, the resulting quotient
should be rounded up to the nearest whole number. The formula for calculating the number of
banknotes to be transferred ( f ' ) to the card owner is:

Refined Blanket Prices
As a result of players finding the worth of each card unequal to their monetary value, it
was decided that all three price tiers must be revised. New prices were declared as follows:
Tier I
Tier II
Tier III

$3,000
$5,000
$10,000

Revised Research Cards
The redefinition of card prices brought about a refinement to the effect of each card.
The adaptations attempt to address the playtesters' concerns on the worth and effectiveness of
cards, and should aid players in completing their composites sooner.
Tier I
Tier II
Tier III

Lower passing threshold by 1.
Lower passing threshold by 3.
Molecules are invulnerable to test failure.

As players are permitted to purchase one of each card tier, research card effects may be
concatenated, allowing players to lower the passing threshold by four, and to protect their
molecules from destruction upon test failure, for a single test roll.
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Health Cards
Three tiers of health cards exist, each of which affects the buyer's game duration by
adjusting their country's population attributes. A card was discussed whereby the buyer's
population is increased, instead of lowering the decrement factor. Other cards simply
subtracted from the decrement factor. It was discussed that the health mechanic requires
players to perform one arithmetic calculation per round, and another when purchasing a card,
which was deemed as a hindrance to players.
It was realised that raising the player's population count is functionally equivalent to
subtracting from the decrement factor, and that raising the population is considerably simpler
for players to perform when using a counter or slider mechanism.
Three health card tiers were declared:
Tier I
Tier II
Tier III

Raise population by 20,000.
Raise population by 30,000.
Raise population by 50,000.

It was discussed that dedicated population sheets should be discarded, and should be
replaced by a mechanism on each player's compound board. Three implementations were
considered for maintaining each player's population:
Moving Counter (chosen) : The player moves a piece atop a static meter to denote their
current population. The counter is lowered by one unit each round, and is raised by a variable
amount when purchasing a card.
Sliding Potentiometer : Each compound board is fitted with a linear actuator, or slide
potentiometer, so that players adjust the slider to denote their current population.
Population Tokens : Population is represented by a count of tokens. The player collects
tokens upon purchasing a card, and discards one each round.

Implementation

19th - 25th of March

The game's graphics design and manufacturing were completed within the period
between the 19th of March and the 25th of March. The implementation is the product of
comprehensive testing, discussion and design. Three-dimensional renderings were modelled
using Autodesk 3Ds Max 2012, ray-traced with Chaosgroup VRay 2.0, and were postprocessed (colour-corrected & adjusted) using Adobe Photoshop CS6. Two-dimensional
illustrations and designs were compiled in Adobe Photoshop, and in some cases, Microsoft
Word.
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Early Molecule Design
The preliminary molecule design attempted to represent the three molecule structures
symbolically, such as to allow users to easily identify and verbalise molecule types when
trading and composing formulae.
Figure 3.0 : Preliminary Molecule Designs

Group members argued that such a highly abstracted design contributed poorly to the
game's premise, and that a more accurate representation of the varying molecule structures
implemented in the game would be preferred. The second molecule prototype closely
approximates the structure of a Morphine molecule:
Figure 4.0 : Secondary Molecule Design

The design was quickly realised to be too complex and difficult to distinguish from
other molecule types as a result of the card's proposed size. The final molecule designs
reduced the number of atoms, hence increasing the size, though arrangements of atoms were
still difficult to distinguish. Each molecule's respective national flag was overlaid atop each
molecule, along with other colour correction modifications.
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Map Design
The final map design is a colourisation of a prototype illustration composed by a group
member:
Figure 5.0 : Prototype Map Illustration

The illustration was composited with Adobe Photoshop CS6, for use on the game
board and cover art.
Card Design
The game's purchasable cards were designed using Microsoft Word, and were well
received when presented to the group. All three research cards formerly exhibited two
microscope illustrations, which were removed prior to manufacturing the game.

Implementation Meeting

25th of March

A scheduled weekly meeting was held on Thursday, the 25th of March from 4:00 pm
until 5:50 pm. Heinrich Oliver was unable to attend the meeting. The meeting focussed
primarily on compiling and assessing the final implementation.
It was identified that neither a mechanical sliding mechanism nor a set of physical
counting pieces were prepared for the population mechanic. It was discussed that, should no
team member bring either to the following day's playtest, that counters may be crafted from
paper or aluminium foil.
Heinrich Oliver met with the group after the formal meeting time to assemble the bame
box, and to discuss final implementation steps.
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The game's rulebook had not yet been assembled for final presentation. Though it had
been written, the book required re-printing, binding and trimming.
The total cost of implementation (including printing and materials) totals $79.16. A bill
of Materials is listed in the following table.

Figure 6.0 : Bill of Materials
Item
General-Purpose A3 Cardboard Box
A3 Full-Colour Print
300 GSM Player Cards ( over-ordered )
Full-Colour Transparent Prints ( in-game banknotes )
Molecule Pieces on Gloss Paper
Business Cards ( Special Cards )

Quantity (qty)
1
2
16
100
160
27
Total:
Group Member Contribution:
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Graphics Reference List
The list manifests all photos, texture images, illustrations and artwork used in the
composition of The Cure's graphic designs.
Item Description
Tiled Water
Tiled Foaming
Water
Tiled Water 2
Tiled Sand
Grass Tiled
Dirt Decal 1
Crack Grunge
Ice
Crackle 2
Coat of Arms
U.S. Emblem
Ban Kii Moon
Signature
Russian
Emblem
U.N. Logo
Money Bag
Illustration
Spy Illustration
Human Icon
Microscope Icon

Internet URL
http://www.cgtextures.com/texview.php?id=8946
http://www.cgtextures.com/texview.php?id=8931
http://www.cgtextures.com/texview.php?id=9438
http://www.cgtextures.com/texview.php?id=12985
http://www.cgtextures.com/texview.php?id=44371
http://www.cgtextures.com/texview.php?id=107894
http://www.cgtextures.com/texview.php?id=3947
http://www.cgtextures.com/texview.php?id=42488
http://www.cgtextures.com/texview.php?id=106743
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/78/Australian_Coat_o
f_Arms.png
http://movinlikeberney21.files.wordpress.com/2011/03/white-househumidor-emblem.gif
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/37/Ban_Ki_Moon_Si
gnature.svg
http://canaryinthecoalmine.typepad.com/.a/6a013487f321e0970c015432
0aec5b970c-pi
http://cvmun.com/logo.svg
http://www.vectorfreak.com/images/preview/money-bag-clip-art.jpg

http://icons.iconarchive.com/icons/hopstarter/malware/256/Spy-icon.png
http://www.clker.com/cliparts/a/W/M/l/P/t/grey-icon-man-hi.png
http://payload23.cargocollective.com/1/5/165436/2770969/screen%20ico
n%20microscope%20copy.png
Rotating Arrows http://st.depositphotos.com/2229436/2380/v/950/depositphotos_2380095
1-16-arrow-pictogram-refresh-reload-rotation-loop-sign-set.jpg
http://img3.wikia.nocookie.net/__cb20101202221028/codfanfic/images/1
E.U. Flag
/16/EU_Flag.jpg
Australian Flag http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/88/Flag_of_Australia
_(converted).svg
http://www.slate.com/content/dam/slate/articles/health_and_science/scie
Molecule
nce/2013/11/131107_SCI_PolywaterDiagram.jpg.CROP.promovarIllustrations
mediumlarge.jpg
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Item III | Reflection
As a group, and throughout the course of design meetings, our team found our cooperation
exemplar and most helpful in completing our assigned tasks. Our standard of teamwork was
maintained at a high standard, with all team members stepping up to the plate and helping the
production process along at a steady pace, which resulted in relatively hassle-free product creation,
and a result with which all team members were satisfied and which they could all claim to have
contributed towards in a meaningful and significant way. Furthermore, by actively participating in
the game development process, all team members have gained a keener understanding on what
game development comprises of, what is essential, and how best to conduct the development
process in the future.
The main ideals and knowledge that we have gained through our cooperation are essentially
summarised in the player-based testing paradigm. There is no equal in ensuring that the final
outcome is indeed based around player experience, and in making a game that is truly fun to play.
In retrospect, had we not completed the number of playtests that we did and actively altered and
redesigned gameplay and mechanics as a result to accommodate for user feedback, we would not
changed many of the initial game play mechanics that were later proven to be contributing factors in
unbalanced, protracted and unenjoyable gameplay.
However, what was abundantly clear was that playtest results were not always concrete; comments
and feedback from players and observation of their actions depended on the player type, age and
gaming disposition, and whether or not they fully understood the game. We learned that, even if
ideas or concerns are espoused by players, sometimes it is to the developer's better judgement to
not change the entire course of the game based off of one playtester's comments. Scrapping the
Progress cards due to the lack of incentive for their use, for instance, as suggested in the initial
playtests, would have created large negotiation problems and prolonged gameplay undesirably in
the later stages of the game. The method in which we resolved these dilemmas was through
consultation with team members, and then confirmation of our decision through further playtests.
Thus, as a fundamental tenet, our experience has taught us that in order to make a game playcentric, user friendly and indeed enjoyable, one must involve the players in all stages of
development, constantly playtesting to confirm one's findings and changes made to gameplay.
Collaboration being a key part of the development process, we utilised social media and online
cloud-based file sharing platforms to easily communicate with fellow team members and quickly
send information, project work and results to each other in a time effective manner. As such,
another finding in retrospect about our development experience would be that online collaboration
is the best method of continuing communication throughout a project's life span. However, face-toface meet-ups should not be dismissed as irrelevant; the ideas generated in our team meetings far
outclassed any brainstorming done online. Each form of team communication has its own time and
place, and the effective use of both will remain a standard in future development.
In summary, we have learned many things through our development cycle, and, given our success in
development, we will maintain and re-introduce such knowledge in future projects.
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Item IV | Peer Evaluation
The development team agrees in full that our contributions were all equally relevant,
important and beneficial to the game development progress.
Full explanations are found below:

Figure 7.0 : Peer Evaluation Table
Team Member Name
Yiannis Chambers

Deinyon Davies

Member Roles
Game concept creator,
main design contributor,
graphics developer, report
writer and playtest
supervisor.
Main design contributor,
graphics developer, report
writer, playtest supervisor
and

Jose Correa

Main design contributor,
play test assistant, and
physical game creator.

Jesse Walker

Design contributor,
playtest coordinator, and
rule generator.

Heinrich Olivier

Playtest assistant and main
physical game creator.

Score
Justification
5
This team member formulated the
initial concept for the final product of
the game, and helped in its
development in a diverse range of
parameters.
5
This team member contributed
valuable design choices and main
game graphics, and produced
invaluable findings from selfconducted playtests, whilst
accurately documenting all team
activities in the team journal
5
This team member was fundamental
in concreting the final game design,
and furthermore contributed
immensely to the final production of
the game.
5
This team member refined the rough
edges of the initial game design,
contributed findings via selfconducted playtests, and finalised
the rules for the final implementation
of the game.
5
This team member offered valuable
insight into design choices, helped
with initial playtests, and contributed
immensely to the final phyisical
implementation and presentation of
the game.
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